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Name of project:
Typology:
Location:
Completion:
Area:
Products:

Fraunhofer inHaus 1
Living, research environment
Duisburg
2001
Usable space 250 m2, on two levels
• geoTHERM plus geothermal heat 		
pump with four probes
• ecoTEC exclusiv gas condensing 		
unit
• auroTHERM solar collectors
• recoVAIR living space ventilation
• climaVAIR mono-split air 			
conditioner

The good feeling of doing the right thing.

Building owner:

Fraunhofer inHaus Centre, consisting
of Fraunhofer IAO, IBP, IMS, ISST, ISE
and UMSICHT
www.inhaus.fraunhofer.de

Architect:

No architect involved, since this is a
test environment

Facility planner:

Karl Heinz Efkemann, Duisburg

Copyright:

Photos
1,3,4: krischerfotografie
2: Fraunhofer-inHaus-Zentrum

The inHaus1 in Duisburg is Germany’s most innovative residential building. In the semi-detached house – half
residential home and half research facility – for nearly 15 years, institutes of the Fraunhofer Society have been
testing intelligent technologies, room and building systems intended to make life in the future easier, safer and
more convenient. This experimental living environment is heated by system technology from Vaillant.

Application-oriented research of intelligent room and
building systems
The Fraunhofer inHaus Centre bundles the research activities
and competences of several Fraunhofer institutes and more
than 120 business partners for the joint development of
innovative and future-oriented solutions for different building
types and utilisations. In two different test environments,
the residential building inHaus1 and the research building
inHaus2, researchers cooperate with industrial partners to find
solutions and develop new markets. The inHaus1 was opened
in the year 2001. The experimental facility has been used for
almost 15 years to research intelligent living in the future.
The lab, event and training facility has been used for testing
new materials, innovative building technology and electronic
assistance systems for smart homes and senior-friendly
construction. In 2008 the inHaus Centre was expanded to
include inHaus2. Practical areas of application for offices and
hotels as well as living and health aspects underscore the
relevance for the market.
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Innovative living environment with system technology from Vaillant
After an intensive planning phase in 1998 and 1999, the inHaus1 research facility, located on a 1,000 square metre lot in
the vicinity of the Fraunhofer IMS and the University of Duisburg, opened in 2001 to conduct research on living. The twostorey residential unit inHaus1 provides 250 square metres for use by the Fraunhofer institutes in cooperation with users,
manufacturers and service providers in a living lab and a technology workshop for testing innovating system solutions in a
residential environment. Special focus is placed on energy efficiency and new assistance systems to aid seniors in everyday life.
The source of heat in inHaus1 is a geoTHERM plus geothermal pump with four probes, an ecoTEC exclusiv supplementary
gas condensing unit and four auroTHERM thermal solar collectors. Also installed are a recoVAIR controlled living space
ventilation unit with thermal recovery and a climaVAIR mono-split air conditioner. All components have been intelligently
networked by the research experts for optimal energy utilisation and a high well-being factor.
“Innovations no longer take place at the product level, but rather at the system level. The goal must therefore be the
simplest possible networking of the technical equipment bundles such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning with
each other and especially with the system house,” explains Volkmar Keuter, Director of the Fraunhofer inHaus Centre. “The
signals from door or window contacts are collected together with those from room temperature sensors and compared
by a computer with the load values of the heating unit and the buffer storage system. This allows optimal control of the
building technology in widely differing constellations for heating or cooling.”

The Fraunhofer inHaus Centre in Duisburg is a Europe-wide unique innovation workshop for application- and market-oriented
research of intelligent room and building systems. The inHaus Centre bundles not only the potentials of the different Fraunhofer
institutes, but also those of more than 120 business partners in the joint development, testing and implementation of innovative
technology, product and system solutions.
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